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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT

Multichannel TV is enriching the global conversation 
with perspectives inconceivable 20 years ago

Time flies. On May 28, CASBAA will be 
exactly 20 years old. What a remarkable 
ride it’s been for Asia‘s multichannel 
television industry. We‘ve gone from 

limited local television to much improved local TV 
and real-time global television; from a small core 
of pay-TV viewers to half a billion homes, driving 
an industry posting annual revenues in excess of 
US$30 billion.

We’ve gone from limited viewer choice to almost 
overwhelming choice. Inconceivable as Egypt’s story 
might seem in real-time today, the reporting of it in 
such a variety of voices simultaneously available 
to viewers also shows our industry‘s remarkable 
passage. Multichannel television is changing the 
global conversation, enriching it with a multiplicity 
of perspectives unimaginable 20 years ago.

The recent Middle East crisis reminds us just 
how far our industry has traveled since CASBAA‘s 
inception. It came in the wake of another 
momentous period in history, the end of the first 
Gulf War in January/February 1991, an event so 
dramatic and fast-paced (the world’s first “short 
form” war?) that newscaster CNN created an 
immediate mass audience for international news in 
Asia, especially in India.

In April 1990 the AsiaSat-1 satellite was 
launched and Asia’s first commercial satellite 
operator quickly signed up Star TV, MTV and 
the BBC, among others, as founding clients. The 
challenge: there were only a handful of cable 
operators (and not many dishes, come to that) to 
create a regional pay-TV market.

Thus CASBAA was born as an industry body 
focused on facilitating development of a sector 
that had a lot of growing to do. Now, 20 years after 
CASBAA‘s founding, Asia‘s pay-television market is 
poised to charge into digital overdrive – promising 
more and better mobile TV, HDTV, 3D TV, IPTV, 
new levels of interactivity, TV-video partnerships, 
and still unidentified opportunities, all of these in 
aid of growing ARPU and every piece in the value 
chain.

Every cable and satellite platform with a future is 
digitizing and developing value-added broadband 
and telecoms offerings along the way. In a similar 
vein, almost all telcos are working to offer video 
offerings to the same consumer. It‘s all part of 
CASBAA’s ever-evolving digital remit.

As a gentle start to our 20th birthday celebration, 
we’re throwing a small party on Monday, May 
23rd in Singapore for Members and Friends. 
The party will double as curtain raiser for the 
CASBAA-supported Digital Matters Conference 
May 24-28. As we enter our third decade, Digital 
Matters will be purposeful reminder of the CASBAA 
commitment to “Inform, Represent, Connect“.

In January Thai Prime Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva 
set the tone for CASBAA‘s Thailand in View” 
meeting in Bangkok. The PM, supported 

by Deputy Commerce Minister Alongkorn 
Ponlaboot, put his full weight behind reform of 
the Thai broadcasting market, both the free-to-
air, advertising-supported DTH market and the 
traditional duel revenue-stream pay-TV model. 
Thailand‘s booming satellite TV and cable TV 
services are finally taking their rightful place at the 
top of the table.

But however successful the conference was, 
Thailand‘s licensing gridlock, commercial signal theft, 
under-reporting of subscriber numbers and worse 
practices were a reminder that a cloud will continue 
to hang over the pay-TV market until authorities 
commit to come down hard on lawbreakers.

It was a shocking indictment of the current 
regulatory regime that Nielsen’s David Sinthu Peat 
was able to point out at an industry event attended by 
the prime minister that Thailand‘s most popular movie 
channel is also the country’s most egregious pirate: the 
unlicensed DVD play-out channel Sun Movies.

And it was another reminder that CASBAA still has 
plenty of work to do in Thailand where IP violators 
aren’t even required to hide in the shadows. In 
Thailand, and in too many other countries in Asia.

Marcel Fenez

Happy birthday to us!
From humble beginnings, Asian pay TV gets set to roar into the digital era
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MEDIA GRABS

If there’s a lesson to be drawn from this news cycle, 
it’s this: Get a prime minister in the room and people 
start to pay attention.  When CASBAA’s Thailand 
in View Seminar opened with a visit from Prime 

Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva, the media came in droves.  
What’s more, his address came with a bonus. The PM 
turns out to be a big fan of pay television and offered 
encouraging words about how Thais could only benefit 
from policies enabling the multichannel industry to grow. 
(See page 31 for more on the forum.) 

Growth of course is often taken as code for digitization, 
another theme that CASBAA has vigorously promoted 

across Asia. And digitization is what India is focused 
on bigtime these days. The issue of consuming media 
interest, as these clips make abundantly clear, is how fast 
the country’s digitization project should proceed. 

The Telecom Regulatory Authority of India (TRAI) wants 
to see the job completed sooner than later; the Ministry 
of Information and Broadcasting wants to be sure any 
target that is set is realistically achievable – a difference of 
perhaps three or four years, if you take the MIB’s 2017/18 
outside deadline as a guide.  The debate will likely 
generate many more headlines before it subsides.  For 
more, see Regulatory Brief on page 37. 

A nice boost from the PM

• IS THE BANGKOK POST , Jan 21, 2011

• RAPID TV NEWS, Jan 28, 2011
• THE HINDU BUSINESS LINE, Dec 10, 2010• IMAS CHINA, Jan 11, 2011

• ONSCREEN ASIA, Jan 10, 2011

• CAMPAIGN SINGAPORE, Jan 28, 2010

• MINT, Dec 10, 2010

• BANGKOK TODAy, Jan 28, 2011

• POST TODAy, Jan 21, 2011

• THAI POST, Jan 22, 2011

• CONTENTASIA, Jan 17, 2011

• ADOI MAGAZINE, Jan 26, 2011
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• MORNINGSTAR, Jan 27, 2011

• MSN INDIA, Dec 9, 2010

• NETHERLANDS CORPORATE NEWS, Jan 27, 2011

• MEDIA NEWSLINE, Jan 27, 2011

• yAHOO! FINANCE, Jan 27, 2010

• ADVANCED TELEVISION, Jan 28, 2011

• INDIANTELEVISION.COM, Jan 

27, 2011
• ONSCREEN ASIA, Jan 31, 2011

• MINT, Dec 10, 2010

• CHINA COMPANy NEWS, Jan 20, 2011 • CHINA ECONOMy WEBSITE, Jan 24, 2011

• CNBC, Jan 27, 2011 • MONEy SPECIAL, Jan 27, 2011

• yAHOO NEWS INDIA, Dec 9, 2010• RAPID TV NEWS, Dec 12, 2010
• INDIANDTH.COM, Dec 18, 2010

• INDIANTELEVISION.COM, Dec 9, 2010
• THE HINDU BUSINESS LINE, Dec  11, 2010

• BUSINESS STANDARD , 

Dec 9, 2010• MINT, Dec 18, 2010

• BLOOMBERG BUSINESSWEEK, 

Jan 27, 2011
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CASBAA IN PICS

Thailand Industry Seminar   
January 20, 2011, Thailand

Hong Kong Spring Mixer   
February 22, 2011, Hong Kong
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CASBAA IN PICS

Addressable India   
December 9, 2010, New Delhi

Singapore Mixer   
December 6, 2010, Singapore
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Terms of address
BRIEFING

Chances are anyone big in Indian 
pay television was at CASBAA’s 
Addressable India 2010 seminar at the 
Shangri-La New Delhi in December. 

Industry associations were sure there: the 
Indian Broadcasting Foundation (IBF), the News 
Broadcasters Association (NBA), the MSO Alliance, 
the Cable Operators Federation of India (COFI), 
the DTH Association of India, and the IPTV India 
Forum were all on hand to support the event. The 
government was well represented too, led by the 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting (MIB) 
and the Telecom Regulatory Authority of 
India (TRAI), both keen on pushing cable 
TV digitization. All in, 130 speakers, 
delegates and press attended. 

(The next big Indian event, CASBAA 
India Satellite Industry Forum 2011, is 
coming up fast. Also set for New Delhi, 
this annual meeting comes up on March 
22. It will focus on big-picture issues such 
as the DTH explosion and monetizing 
content and feature international and 
local speakers, presentations and panel 
discussions.) 

spirited meeting
If spirits were high at Addressable India, it was 
because executives were as one on the pressing 
need for moving fast on digitization which promises 
tremendous growth opportunities for the pay-TV 
content and distribution markets.

Speakers, among others, included MIB Secretary 
Raghu Menon, TRAI Chairman J S Sharma (see 
Q&As on page 37), Venkat Reddy, Senior Director, 
Product Management, Oracle Communications; 
IBF President and STAR India CEO Uday Shankar, 
COFI President Roop Sharma and MSO Alliance 
President Ashok Mansukhani.

STAR India’s Shankar walked attendees through 
a slide deck chronicling the impressive rise of 
DTH which, according to his data, accounted for 
74% of overall pay-TV industry growth, compared 
to 15% for digital cable and 11% for analog 
cable, in the 2007-2010 period; according to the 
Star India executive, cable’s share of the market 
dropped from 95% to 76% in that time. Shankar 
also contended cable ARPUs dropped 12.5%, 
from Rs 200 to Rs 175, in the 2007-2009 period. 
His theory: DTH’s strategic advantages, including 
better reception, had forced [analog] cable 
companies to lower prices to stay competitive, 

“making digitization 
only harder” for India’s 
biggest pay TV segment. 

It was a lively 
meeting. But outside 
of the usual intra-
industry back and 
forth, TV executives 
closed ranks and urged 
the government to 
move rapidly towards 
addressable digitization 

for pay-TV. Spearheaded by India’s seven leading 
pay-TV associations (representing 90% of the Indian 
multichannel market) and CASBAA, participants 
pressed the government on the need to create an 
environment that stimulates investment. As one 
CASBAA official put it, “Digitization is a win-win-
win – for industry stakeholders, for the government 
and for Indian consumers!” 

Four new members
CASBAA recently welcomed four companies from 
as many countries and industry sectors as new 
members: MCOT Public Company Limited of 
Thailand, Times Television Network of India, China 
Great Wall Industry Corp and Dolby Laboratories of 
the United States.

“The CASBAA Board of Directors is delighted to 
welcome four major players into the CASBAA fold,” 
Chairman Marcel Fenez said. “The addition of these 
dynamic market makers underlines CASBAA‘s reach 
across multiple industries.”

MCOT, which joins as a Patron member, is a 
Bangkok-based multimedia company encompassing 
television stations, including Channel 9 and 
Modernine, and a multichannel platform.
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Corporate member Times Television Network, 
TNN, is an English-language, satellite-based news 
provider through its Times Now brand. TNN is 
part of Bennett, Coleman and Co Ltd, the media 
conglomerate which encompasses the Times of 
India and Mirror newspaper groups. TNN runs 
several TV channels, including Times NOW, ET 
NOW, Movies NOW and Zoom.

Corporate member China Great Wall Industry 
Corp is China’s sole commercial organization 
authorized to provide satellite launch services. 
CGWIC also handles international marketing of 
civilian products and services for China‘s space 
technology and services sector.

San Francisco-based Dolby Labs, acclaimed for 
its electrifying surround-sound in movies, is today 
widely recognized as a global leader in innovative, 
quality audio for broadcast services. It also joins as 
a Corporate member. 

“The technology and geographic impact of 
the CASBAA Membership continues to grow in 
line with the influence of the Association‘s key 
messages in the age of multi-platform distribution,” 
Fenez said.

Briefly…
new director
CASBAA announced that GE Satellite President 
and CEO Andrew Jordan, a member of the 
Association since its inception in 1991, has 

been elected to its Board of 
Directors through 2012. He 
has served on the CASBAA 
Council of Governors 
since 2005. Jordan is 
the Co-chairman of the 
CASBAA Satellite Industry 
Committee, working 
closely with Paul Brown-
Kenyon, COO of Measat. 
The committee promotes 

satellite communications services and advocates 
on the industry’s behalf with governments and 
regulators. It also organizes annual Satellite 

Industry Forums in India and Singapore. The India 
Satellite Forum 2011 is scheduled for March 22 
at the Shangri-la Hotel in New Delhi and the 
regionally focused SIF is set for June 20 at the 
Shangri-La Hotel in Singapore.

new cAsBAA Vp
Jill Grinda, formerly Worldwide Distribution 
Director for Euronews in Paris, has joined CASBAA 
as Vice President, Operations, responsible for 
the day-to-day operations, including oversight 
of Finance and Human Resources as well as 
supervising its Events and Communications teams. 
Reporting to CEO Simon Twiston Davies, Grinda 
will also oversee CASBAA’s committee and issues 
groups and promote new revenue opportunities 
and relationships with the 
Association’s partners. 
Prior to Euronews, Grinda 
held distribution and 
marketing positions with 
Al Jazeera English, CNBC 
Southern, Bloomberg 
Television, American 
Express International and 
the Australian Broadcasting 
Corporation. 

FocUs on KoreA
Leveraging off its soon to be published Korea in View 
report, CASBAA will implement a program aimed at 
reaching out to the booming Korean multichannel-
video industry. Expected to run through to yearend, 
the program will focus on networking, information 
gathering and building relationships with 
government and, not least, Korea‘s fast increasing 
number of local and international players. For more 
on Korea, see page 47. 

 
sHiFting iptV LeAders
US-based Broadcast Engineering recently reported 
Asia would soon outpace Europe in IPTV take-up, 
thanks to a surge in IP deployments in China and 
India. At the end of Q3 2010, Europe led with 
46.3% of the world‘s 41.9m IPTV subscribers. But 
after its recent IPTV boom, Europe’s big pay-TV 
markets are saturated while Eastern Europe still 
lacks the infrastructure and/or cash to invest in 
optical fiber. Enter Asia: China, according to the 
report, will displace France (with its roughly 10m 
subscribers) as the world’s top IPTV market either 
this year or next, just as Asia will soon become the 
world’s leading IPTV region. Commenting on the 
report, CASBAA said: “None of this is unexpected, 
but the projection once again underlines just how 
fast newer multichannel platforms are growing in 
Asia.” 

GE Satellite President & 
CEO Andrew Jordan

CASBAA VP Jill Grinda

TM
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Takeaway TV
ANYWHERE MEDIA

The job ahead for CASBAA’s Connected Media and Mobility Group

It’s wasn’t long ago when 
most people thought 
mobile TV bordered 
on silly. Yet it survived 

masses of cash burn, and 
skepticism, to see a digitally 
transformed multimedia 
world of smartphones, tablets 
and other devices – all 
essentially what we’ve begun 
to recognize as extensions of 
home entertainment systems.

The money could be 
better, but mobile TV has 
already done us a service by 
showing how everything is 
connected – linear TV, digital 
TV in all its permutations, 
VoD, broadband, gaming, 
digital music, interactive 
programming and services, 
the works. Maybe not all 
seamlessly, but near enough 
to see where things are going.

As the Board member responsible for CASBAA’s 
new Connected Media and Mobility Group, 
Christine Fellowes, MD, Asia Pacific at Comcast 
International Media Group, wants to know exactly 
where things are going and, more than that, identify 
business models that promise a fair return on new 
services – without blocking traditional revenue 
streams. “As content providers with very strong 
television businesses to protect, we are embracing 
new technologies while making sure we [we end 
up with] meaningful businesses,” she says.

tHe BrieF
The CMMG brief is to get members up to speed 
on what’s coming, which means engaging leading 
digital platforms, device manufacturers, telcos and 
digital ad agencies – and brainstorming. With a 
deep bench on the content side, CASBAA brings a 
lot to the table and engagements could conceivably 
lead to new partnerships, new distribution deals 
and very possibly new members from the online 
world.

Fellowes says if the group does the required 
digging, it should save other CASBAA members 
the trouble of doing that trench work themselves. 
Old divisions are certainly blurring. “Video 

on demand, online and pay television are less 
standalone businesses today,” she says. “Whether 
it’s a Youku user getting internet delivered 
content or an operator with a VoD broadband 
offering, they need to be connecting with the 
content providers that make up the membership 
of CASBAA – so there’s a real interest that we’re 
finding from those groups.”

How about the money part? “I think what 
everyone is recognizing there are business models 
starting to emerge,” Fellowes says. “But I think 
there’s a sense that there will be a number of digital 
distributions that will work together. Even now 
with the growth of broadband penetration and on-
demand content being delivered by the internet, 
and traditional television digitizing, the good news 
is that – with all of the different options for delivery 
of video content – the amount of time spent 
watching television is continuing to increase.”

AnywHere modeL
Everyone in multichannel television has 
“significantly” moved toward the TV anywhere 
model, Fellowes says. One example: VoD 
complementing linear TV linked to PVRs, now with 
remote access, “and other developments which 
are really about providing access to subscribers to 
content whenever they want it.

“Adoption of new technologies is ultimately 
going to depend on content. The other part of it 
is the ability of the consumer to engage with the 
technology.” TV hasn’t exactly stood still. “There’s 
the development of internet delivery of linear 
channels to PCs and other devices. Game devices 
like Xboxes are moving into that space; second 
screen viewing is another trend…” Little wonder 
television platforms and providers are excited about 
creating new businesses, she says.

Fellowes says fostering best practice and working 
with regulators is also part of the CMMG brief, 
especially given how different players operate 
under different regulators, a legacy of the days 
when broadcasting and telecommunications 
occupied separate worlds.

The group’s first official foray into the connected 
space is set for the CASBAA co-organized Digital 
Matters conference May 24-25 in Singapore where 
the CMMG will be filling panels and speaking slots 
with experts showcasing online innovation, new 
business models – and, with luck, success stories. 

Christine 
Fellowes; 
see page 61 for 
list of CMMG 
members
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We‘ve travelled      
 some

CASBAA AT 20

Guided by its core values, Association 
focuses on navigating a digital future 

Today a Russian can settle into a 
hotel room in Phuket and watch 
television from home, just as 
a Filipino can enjoy a channel 

beaming in from Manila sitting in California. 
Global television delivers both the foreign 
and the familiar in staggering variety across 
the 24 time zones. It is redefining the news 
we get, the sports we watch and the 
entertainment we enjoy, yet what 
we now take for granted was not 
even a distant vision 20 years ago 
when CASBAA was founded. 

Until the 1980s delivered the era of 
satellite TV, airlifted video and film was as close 
to real-time television as it got for most people 
in Asia. Compared to today when televisions are 
counted in terms of multiple sets per household, 
there still weren‘t all that many TVs in Asia. Indeed, 
economists were still recording consumer migration 
from black and white to color as comparative 
growth indicators. If Singapore had more color 
sets per 1,000 population, it was richer in which 
case it was also sure to have more air conditioners, 
the required matching ticket to membership in the 
middle class.

Indeed, in a number of markets TV penetration 
was barely 50%; state-owned broadcasters and 
telcos dominated the landscape; independent 
news programming was at a premium; dubbed US 
dramas were the primetime norm.

screen eXpLosion
While TV data has become infinitely more complex 
with the explosion of TV-ready computer terminals, 
LCD and plasma flat screens, mobile, SD, HD, 3D 
and whatever‘s coming next TV, the one constant in 
the march of Asian multichannel history has been 
CASBAA‘s mission.

“The essence of CASBAA is really reflected 
through our ‘Inform, Represent and Connect‘ 
tagline‘,” says CEO Simon Twiston Davies. “We 
started at zero in 1991, and 20 years and more than 
50% penetration of Asian homes later, more than a 
billion people benefit from multichannel television. 

We‘re an industry worth more than US$30 billion 
in annual turnover. And very much in line with our 
mission today, CASBAA was conceived of as a clear 
industry voice to connect, inform and represent 
companies and individuals.“ 

As everyone completes the transition from 
analog to digital some issues have changed, Twiston 
Davies says, but by no means all. “True, nobody 
20 years ago was concerned about how WiMax 
technology interfered with satellite TV signals, 
much less knew what WiMax even was. The ‘digital 
divide‘ hadn‘t even been invented. Mobile TV was 
almost Sci-Fi.

“So there are lots of issues that concern us 
now that didn‘t concern us before. But CASBAA 
continues to advocate greater access and 
transparency in some markets, and still argues for 
lighter regulation in others. And we‘re still fighting 
piracy in its evolving forms as relentlessly as ever,” 
the CEO says. “The difference is that Asia now 
produces a fantastic amount of home-grown quality 
content, making it easier to enjoin governments to 
support CASBAA‘s efforts if only to protect national 
interests.”

Twiston Davies sees digitization as a truly 
significant milestone in multichannel television‘s 
development: “There‘s now a rich variety of 
digital services – interactive, finally, and we can 
now deliver HD, indeed, we‘ve delivered HD at 
the new global standard and we‘re now making 
3D work.” In short, he says, Asia‘s multichannel 
industry is delivering more content to more people Il
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in more ways than 
ever, including mobile, 
the subject of much 
scoffing until fairly 
recently.

When CASBAA‘s 
first president issued 
his call to “Join the 
action“ in the inaugural 
issue of a newsletter 
called Connections, 
Clarence Chang 
listed committees that 
members might wish 
to join. Among others, there was a marketing and 
sales committee “to focus on marketing issues as 
they relate to advertising sales”.

But there was no Operators Group, no Satellite 
Industry Committee; nor mobility committee, 
the forerunner of today‘s Connected Media and 
Mobility Group. (Speaking of which, a new 
CASBAA mobile site will be coming on line 
sometime between April and May, a sure sign of 
how the industry has changed.)

Work on advertising was to grow into a massive 
CASBAA enterprise. Today the CASBAA ATAC group 
(Asian Television Advertising Coalition) oversees a 
region-wide effort involving road shows, industry 
reports, an agency handbook series, a data-packed 
website and much more.

Twiston Davies, in fact, sees a very different 
opportunity for today‘s media players. “Newly flexible 
and measurable advertising opportunities are being 
launched worldwide almost on a monthly basis,” he 
says. “Video-on-demand in all its anywhere, anytime-
anyhow forms – all supported by linear services – is 
part of our industry‘s everyday life.“

As CASBAA moved out of the starting blocks, 
Chang also spoke of a policy/legal committee 
focusing much of its discussion ”on China and 
the challenges of, and the opportunities for 

doing business there”. Longer term, the CASBAA 
mandate was described as building relationships 
with regional agencies responsible for regulating 
pay TV.

So the spirit was certainly there, even it would 
have been impossible to envision what an enterprise 
of research, industry sector studies, country 

reports, missions and 
summits these early 
efforts would become 
in CASBAA today. 
(Chang also mentioned 
a programming 
committee which would 
explore the possibility 
of a voluntary code of 
ethics for producers, an 
early sign of CASBAA‘s 
interest in the merits of 
self-regulation.)  

tAKing cALLs
CASBAA may have started life fighting to get a 
hearing for its members, but that phase has long 
since passed. “We‘re getting more traction from 
government than ever before,” notes Twiston 
Davies. “We‘re being consulted in major markets, 
be that India, Thailand, Vietnam or elsewhere. 
Today, we take the calls, we don‘t have to make 
them as much, and we see that as a good sign 
because it reiterates the fact that Asia is forward 
looking, that it really wants to practice the best of 
best practice, which is what we try to be about.“

It‘s been a journey, but there‘s more journeying 
to come. “We‘re in our 21st year in the 21st 
century,” the CEO says.

While May 28 marks the actual birthday, the 
closest CASBAA will get to formally marking the 
anniversary will be holding a party as a curtain 
raiser for the CASBAA-partnered Digital Matters 
conference that month in Singapore.

After that, the Association will roll out more 
anniversary events in the run-up to CASBAA 
Convention 2011. “We‘ll mark the anniversary 
in some way at the Convention but we‘re hardly 
going to get carried away with birthday frolics. 
Our brief is staying focused on the future, not 
dwelling on the past. There‘s too much going on 
in this industry to go down that route,“ Twiston 
Davies says.

With digital content and platforms increasingly 
pervasive, CASBAA now represents 130 Member 
organizations from 16 markets. “The shape of 
the business is changing, and I think our recent 
rebranding reflects that. We believe our new look 
and new mission statement are a strong response 
to a revolutionized multichannel TV and video 
content industry.”

This doesn‘t change CASBAA‘s core mission, 
Twiston Davies is careful to add. “The job remains 
promoting the growth of pay TV and video 
content in all its forms, and advancing prospects 
for multichannel industry stakeholders and Asian 
consumers alike.” 

CASBAA continues to advocate 
greater access and transparency 
in some markets, and lighter 
regulation in others

Twiston Davies and Chang, with Convention 2010 crew
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VIDEO IN CHINA

If you follow the smart money, we have already 
entered the age of online video in China. 
Youku, having recently listed on the New York 
Stock Exchange, now boasts a market cap of 

US$3.14 billion. And as more content, network, 
security and regulatory issues get sorted out, new 
business models should come into sharper focus, 
making for an even more lucrative future for online 
video in China. 

Mainland search giant Baidu certainly thinks so. 
It just kicked off the New Year by announcing it is 
creating a new company to offer premium online 
videos to Internet users – to do battle with a range of 

portals, including market leaders Tudou and Youku.
CASBAA put “Online Video in China” in the 

spotlight at a forum March 2 at Beijing’s News 
Plaza Hotel. Co-organized with China market 
specialist CMMI, the meeting convened Chinese 
and global content developers and service 
providers to share information on public policy and 
regulation and on such key issues as IP rights, the 
“Great Firewall” of China and how to monetize ad-
supported “no-subscription“ services. 

Speakers included Zu Chen, VP of Content & 
Chief Editor, Tudou.com; Johannes Larcher, SVP 
International, Hulu; Jeanette Chan, Partner, Paul 
Weiss; Graham Kill, CEO, Irdeto; William Pfeiffer, 
CEO, Tiger Gate; and, Xinquan Huang, Director of 
Content Cooperation and Marketing, Mobile TV, 
China Radio International.

Online Video in China is different from 
elsewhere, explains Daniel Thunberg, Vice 
President of Marketing at content security 
and monetization specialists Irdeto. “They see 
themselves as platforms for TV that can do the 
same things as a broadcaster. They are beginning to 
create their own content, making TV series and are 
acquiring quality content.” 

While the content might be the same or similar, 
there’s at least one key difference: consumers 
can use a mouse rather than a remote control to 
channel hop, enabling that crucial on-demand 
experience. That user-friendliness has other 
advantages too. “Where online platforms have 
enjoyed success is engaging younger audiences 
using content competitions and recommendations,” 

Thunberg says. That means the platform harnesses 
the power of social media to drive viewership in a 
way not possible in traditional TV. 

Equally, Thunberg says, online video can also 
follow China’s huge online gaming industry into 
the world of virtual goods which can open up 
opportunities for product and brand placement.  

 
sUrging Ad mArKet
The surging number of eyeballs in online video 
already has the attention of major consumer 
brands, more and more of them with ballooning 
online budgets. The online video ad market is 

projected to jump 65%, to 3.6 billion 
yuan, in 2011 alone, according to 
Beijing-based research house Analysys 
International.

Online video has the potential to more than match 
traditional TV, Thunberg says. “I would not be surprised 
if we see a faster shift towards pure Internet-based TV 
services in China than in the rest of the world.” Why? 
Because viewer choice is so limited, he says. 

Irdeto’s marketing chief says he expects it won’t 
be long before China allows internet-enabled TVs 
– and not long after that when consumers will find 
Youku and Baidu apps embedded in them. 

Thunberg says another factor working in 
online video’s favor, besides better networks and 
compression technology, is improved content 
security, an area Irdeto is intimately familiar with. 
“Security technology is here and now – content 
owners just need to lay down requirements for 
distributing their content in a particular market,” 
he says. “Irdeto, for example, deploys advanced 
‘cloaking’ technologies used by companies such as 
[American VOD giant] NetFlix.” 

He says he sees a growing understanding of 
copyright and IPR protection around content in China, 
especially as Chinese content grows in popularity. 

The big piece in the video jigsaw remains: 
developing a meaningful market for content 
monetization. In terms of pricing, Thunberg says the 
studios have to understand that different markets 
have their price points determining what people 
can or are willing to pay for content. “Paid content 
and subscription revenues will be a challenge – it’s 
currently not in the Chinese DNA to pay for content.” 

That’s perhaps less of an immediate worry, what 
with booming advertiser interest. 

Craig Stephen

Exploring the new frontier
The planets seem to be coming into alignment fast 
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THAILAND IN VIEW FORUM

Yesss! Prime Minister
Thai PM lauds CASBAA’s effort to promote a bigger and better industry

CASBAA’s Thailand in View Seminer 
in January in Bangkok, organized in 
association with the Satellite Television 
Association (Thailand), drew a vigorous 

endorsement of the power of pay-TV by Thai Prime 
Minister Abhisit Vejjajiva.

The PM opened the conference, which focused 
on opportunities and challenges in Thailand’s 
broadcast sector, with a forceful message about 
media freedom and regulatory change in support 
of cable and satellite television growth. Despite 
the growth of the internet, “cable and satellite 
television in my view [has] a more direct impact 

on viewers,” Abhisit said. “[Thailand] is still at an 
initial stage, from which further rapid expansion 
can be expected. Hence, we need to put in place 
broadcasting laws that will ensure fairness and 
proper regulatory measures.” 

Abhisit also called on the industry to expand 
multichannel television for the greater good. 

“When you broadcast television programs, you 
provoke thoughts, instill values in viewers and give 
them hope for a better future,” he said. “There is 
room for expanding the constructive role of this 
industry, and I encourage all of you to take part 
in it. I look forward to further growth and strength 
of the industry, and I wish the members of the 
Association greater success.”

The government was well represented. Deputy 
Commerce Minister Alongkorn Ponlaboot was on 
hand to talk about Thailand’s creative industries and 
their focus on digital content and he lauded efforts 
by Nielsen and CASBAA to promote accountability 
supported by hard data to help advertisers to make 
informed choices.

He also reiterated the government’s support for 
investment in the sector to increase local content 
and post production of international projects. 
Indeed, the Deputy Minister has been leading 
efforts to build the country’s “creative economy” 
with the aim of increasing the contribution of 
Thailand’s creative sector from 12% to 20% of 
GDP by the year 2012. Integral to that effort is 
the “Creative Academy”, an agency devoted 
to promoting the arts at relevant departments 
in institutions across the country, including the 
Bangkok University of Television and Radio and 
Broadcasting.

In his welcoming remarks, CASBAA CEO Simon 

Cable and satellite television has 
a more direct impact than the 
internet on viewers. I encourage 
all of you
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Twiston Davies addressed a long-vexing issue: “To 
sustain the employment that our sector provides, 
and to enjoy the economic growth and consumer 
benefits we need your help, Prime Minister, with 
creating a genuine legally supported, universally 
applied regulatory framework.“  

Twiston Davies warned that “the days of 
dodgy practices“ must give way to a modern and 
transparent business environment. 

“This is an essential. We can say many good 
things, but we must move forward and adhere 
to the principals that are required for a modern 
economy. We all know what we are talking about 
when we say we have some ‘dodgy practices‘ out 
there. It is not just endemic to our sector or indeed 
to this particular market. It happens elsewhere 
across the region. We must deal with these 
issues. If we get this right, Thailand can quickly 
take its rightful place in the big league of Asia‘s 
communications players.”

With estimated 2010 losses to pay-TV signal theft 
in the range of US$241 million, Thailand is second 
only to India in revenue leakage in Asia.

Still, opportunities for growth in the market 
remained tremendous, all agreed. With cable 

and satellite household penetration at 50%, there 
was growing to do, and all the more if the sector 
achieved its goal of full monetization of Thailand’s 
entire subscriber base. 

Seminar speakers agreed that ethical business 
practices and increased transparency were needed 
to drive local and international investment if 
pay-TV’s phenomenal growth is to continue. 
Participants also discussed other issues, including 
implementation of a valid licensing process 
for pay-TV operators and timely appointment 
of members to the National Broadcasting and 
Telecommunications Commission (NBTC) enabling 
it to begin its crucial work as Thailand’s new 
industry regulator.

“Thailand in View offered an exceptional forum 
for stakeholders to share their views on the market,” 
Twiston Davies said. And for that, he offered special 
thanks to sponsors ITV, The Nielsen Company, True 
Visions and Universal Networks International.

There’s more at www.casbaa.com: see the Thailand 
in View Seminar 2011 page along with pictures and 
other downloads, including the executive summary 
of the Thailand in View report.

SPOTLIGHT ON TWO PANELS
IN THE NEW REGULATIONS FOR GROWTH PANEL 
moderated by CASBAA Deputy CEO John Medeiros, 
speakers welcomed the idea of a long-awaited single 
regulator but…. Andrew Marshall, SVP, Legal & 
Business Affairs and General Counsel, ESPN STAR 
Sports, wanted clarification in at least two areas: 
assurance on ad model options and on regulatory 
framework and certainty – because Thailand’s 
competitiveness as a TV market hinged on both. He 
also said ESPN wanted to see the NBTC, the new 
regulator, terminate licenses for IP breaches.

Time Warner Executive Director Alvin Lee was 
equally concerned with IP protection and said the 
industry needed to see the new regulator up and 
running ASAP. 

NBTC commissioner Pana Thongmeearkom, 
sounding sympathetic, said investors needed security, 
noting that, as things currently stood, Thailand didn’t 
offer a good business environment for the media 
industry.

More worryingly, Niphon Naksompop, President 
of the Satellite Television Association (Thailand), 
wondered if the NBTC would even focus on IP issues, 
arguing that they impacted only a small portion of 
revenue and/or expense per operator. 

He reiterated the need for the right people on the 
NBTC board. Current rules preclude anyone working in 

the industry for two years prior to joining the board.

IN THE ADVERTISING PANEL moderated by OMG 
CEO Clint Easthorpe, Dan Zonmani, MD & Director, 
Far East DDB and a committee member of the 
Advertising Association of Thailand, suggested few 
advertisers were allocating budget outside the tried and 
true formulas in Thailand. He said advertisers wanted 
choice in terms of programs and choice to sell on, 
adding that perhaps 1% of adspend is going to new 
areas like pay-TV.

Kosit Suvinijjit, Chairman, Spring Corporation Co 
Ltd, said adspend continues to go to popular local TV 
productions and prime time.

Songpol Shanmartkit, CEO, TV Direct Co Ltd, 
Satellite Television Association (Thailand), said he 
found direct marketing the most successful commercial 
option. The problem with pay-TV is people asking why 
they have to pay at all, he said.

Sompan Charumilinda, EVC, TrueVisions & 
Chairman, TNN24 News Channel, said TrueVisions’ aim 
is to provide quality viewing to subscribers, and raise 
revenues through value added services. Revenue from 
ad sales is only 5% of TrueVisions‘ overall revenue. 
Of course, ads would move front and center when 
TrueVisions starts broadcasting its free-to-air news 
channels on Ku-and C-bands. 
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REGULATORY BRIEF | INDIA

Two paths to the future
Differences on the pace of digitalization, not its importance

In separate interviews with CASBAA, Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting (MIB) Secretary 
Raghu Menon and Telecom Regulatory Authority 
of India (TRAI) Chairman J S Sarma spell out their 
views on ensuring the country’s digital future

There is no use in advancing 
a target and then not 
achieving it – Raghu Menon, MIB

CASBAA: How does MIB see the prospects for 
digitalization of the cable industry?
 
Raghu Menon: Promoting the growth of digital 
content delivery platforms is one of the key 
priorities of the MIB. Digitalization will be 
required to achieve flexibility of content offerings, 
interactivity and value addition by the cable 
industry. But given the size of the Indian network, 
this is a complex exercise and we need to be 
practical. It is not going to happen overnight. Just 
by comparison, the government has given resources 
to Doordarshan to achieve full digitalization of its 
broadcast services by 2017. That’s an important 
benchmark for the country as a whole. We are now 
weighing the pros and cons of setting a target for 
the cable industry. This requires careful study – our 
feeling is that there is no use in advancing a target 
and then not achieving it. 

How does the political landscape affect plans for 
digitalization?

RM: This issue is certainly getting attention at the 
political level. There is no real opposition to the 
concept of moving forward now on digitalization. 
But it is an important priority at the political level 
to make sure the process is reasonably painless 
for consumers, particularly the poorer sections. 
Consumers will have to be educated about the 
benefits of migrating to digital systems. Any new 
content offerings – like high definition content – 
will help in that process by attracting the consumer 
to digital platforms. 
 
There have been calls for the government to reduce 
certain barriers to digitalization – the duty on set-
top boxes, for example. 

RM: MIB is more than willing to take issues like this 
one to the Finance Ministry. We need the support of 
the industry, to provide data in particular. And we 
have recently seen the industry coming forward to 
do this. 
 
Content regulation has been a big issue in the past. 
Is this still the case?
 
RM: We are moving forward on this, in a 
reasonable way. The News Broadcasters 
Association has set up a self-regulation system, 
and it seems to be working pretty well. The editors 
discuss sensitive issues among themselves and 
come up with an approach – we saw this with 
coverage of the recent Ayodhya court verdict. It 
is in everyone’s in interest, after all, to make sure 
things don’t get out of hand. 
 
Now our main concern is the entertainment 
channels – that’s where we get the most complaints. 
Some programs use adult content shown in 
prime time. The government made a request 
that the timing be restricted, and now we are in 
court over that. We are in discussions with the 
Indian Broadcasting Foundation representing 
the entertainment channels to find the best way 
forward.
 
Is the MIB still thinking about establishing a new 
government content regulator?
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RM: As things stand, MIB now is willy-nilly 
forced to regulate on content matters. Like the 
NBA, the entertainment channels are working on 
setting up a self-regulatory mechanism through 
the IBF. MIB believes there has to be a credible, 
industry-led body with eminent people from 
outside the industry to handle content complaints. 
If the proposed IBF mechanism works effectively, 
sensitively and credibly, it would perhaps be the 
way forward.

Is part of the problem that “edgy” content sells?
 
RM: Maybe. Part of the problem is that the current 
rating system is just quite inadequate. The sample 
size is is very small, the coverage is so limited, and 
there are concerns about the ownership of the rating 
agency. So we have appointed a committee (under 
Dr Amit Mitra, Secretary General, FICCI) which is 
looking at this. And this is important because ratings 
have a direct influence on content. 

LET’S GET CRACKING

We should be in a hurry 
– TRAI Chairman J S Sarma 

CASBAA: TRAI has proposed an ambitious target of 
2013 for digitalizing India’s cable industry. How do you 
see the prospects for this?

J S Sarma: I told the CASBAA conference that we should 
be in a hurry, and the reason for that is my belief that 
we are on the threshold of great opportunities, to take 
our society forward and grow into a great economic 
power. The world is not waiting for us, and the next 
two to three years will be critical. Since we made our 
proposal, I have heard voices suggesting that this date 
or that date – 2018 for example – might be better. But I 
say if we decide what is good for us, we should do it in a 
timeframe that is not very long. 

So you remain convinced that TRAI’s way forward is the 
right one?

JSS: We believe our 2013 timeframe is tight, but 
achievable. The benefits will be huge. It should be 
possible, for example, to achieve a tenfold increase 
in broadband connections, to 100m. Digitalization 
of cable is just one small means – not the end in 
itself. But I am a great believer in digitalization with 
addressability. Addressability is important to bring 
order and transparency to an industry where currently 
all the players – MSOs, broadcasters, LCOs – all of 
them believe they are being robbed of their fair share 
of revenues. And it is important to bring a range of 
choice to consumers too. People will spend for their 
entertainment content – but the question is what are we 
going to give them to spend on? 

How can digitalization be realized so quickly?

JSS: We have given some clear indications of how it 
can be achieved. Creation of a national fiber optic 
agency to supervise building of an open-access 

national fiber network is one important step. Cable 
digitalization could ride on the national fiber optic 
infrastructure. But it will also require investments by 
industry, to replace the connections to homes. We 
believe industry is willing to make these investments, 
and we proposed certain tax holidays and duty 
concessions to make sure they are forthcoming. 

It is an ambitious target.

JSS: Sure, it is ambitious, but it is achievable and we 
are working to make it happen. If work starts by March 
2011, we can have fiber optic connectivity to 250,000 
big villages by June 2012. If the government commits 
itself and quickly calls for everybody to work in the 
same direction, there will be tremendous enthusiasm, 
and that is what is required. 

We hear voices raising objections…

JSS: Industry of course has competing and therefore 
conflicting interests, but I am urging everyone not to 
focus on the exceptions – but on the vast majority of 
the population that can be covered in a few years. This 
is the time to do it; if we miss this opportunity we will 
regret it later. 
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SATELLITE SERVICES

Piggybacking on mainland economic 
growth, APT Satellite is gearing up for 
regional expansion as it prepares to 
launch APSTAR 7 in 2012. Or at least 

that’s the word from APT Vice President Baozhong 
Huang who says the company is also busy forging 
a more integrated relationship with parent China 
Satcom to help spearhead expansion. 

The US$300 million APSTAR 7, designed and 
built by Thales Alenia Space, will carry 28 C-band 
and 28 Ku-band transponders. Huang says the 
object is to get maximum footprint flexibility. 
“APSTAR 7 will have global C-band coverage 
stretching from Africa to Europe, and four Ku-
band beams with switchable coverage,” allowing 
capacity to be redirected to suit demand. 

As it stands one beam will be for China, another 
for the Middle East and North Africa, a third for 
Africa and part of Europe, and the final one is a 
toss-up between Southeast Asia and India. 

New technology – including a linearizer for both 
C and Ku bands to give one-to-one transmission 
– promises new opportunities for clients, Huang 
says. “In Africa we can offer broadband and VSAT 
services with interconnectivity to satellite. This 
means customers do not need hub stations to run a 

VSAT business in Africa.” 
Overall the new satellite will see APT 

shift towards becoming a more regional and 
internationally focused satellite provider, and 
provide greater scope for satellite TV services. The 
company has been steadily reducing its reliance 
on the domestic China market. APT’s international 
business has accelerated to the point that revenues 
generated in China now account for just 30% of 
overall satellite sales, according to Huang. 

ApstAr 7’s pLAn B
The new bird is scheduled to be launched by China 
Great Wall Industry Corp. But in the “very unlikely 
case” anything goes awry, APT has a second, 
identical satellite APSTAR 7B to send up.   

Huang shrugs off concern over how this might 
leave APT saddled with a glut of transponder 
capacity. In the case of both birds successfully 
making it into orbit, controlling shareholder China 
Satcom has a contract to take the transponder 
capacity. Indeed, it also has an option to buy the 
second satellite outright at 10% premium to cost, 
says Huang.   

 China Satcom merged with China Aerospace 
Science and Technology Corporation in 2007 
after authorities acted to consolidate the domestic 
mainland satellite market. 

APT is still very much interested in mainland 
business, although it will be focused more on 
providing satellite services to large enterprises 
and media companies targeting overseas markets. 
Xinhua, to take a recent example, launched 
three new TV Channels which APT is helping 
distribute. 

Huang remains upbeat about satellite demand in 
China, even if it will be parent China Satcom that 
ends up serving the domestic market. “Direct to 
Home TV services will definitely be launched this 
year,” he says. For that service alone, ChinaSat 9 
will carry 150-200 channels, 20 in high definition. 

As it stands, however, there will be little new in 
content terms for a service expected to retail at 10 
yuan, or less than US$2, a month. The DTH service 
aims to deliver existing channels to rural areas. The 
next step will be adding more pay-TV channels. 
Unfortunately, this is one very large market that 
looks likely to remain off limits for foreign channels 
and content providers for some time to come. 

Craig Stephen

Stretching its toes
APT Satellite looks for bigger footprint with Apstar 7

APT VP 
Baozhong 
Huang
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Finding unlicensed content on the internet 
is not a new problem, but as tech savvy 
pirates find cleverer ways to bypass 
regulations it could become a much 

bigger one. Indeed, Singapore has found that the 
flip side of being one of the world’s most wired 
cities is that it has also become an incubator for 
web pirates engaged in what’s become known as 
“dongle piracy”. 

Insert a dongle stick in a USB port and it will 
load up the urls of video streaming web sites. In an 
instant, users have a ready-made TV platform, often 
with dozens of channels ready to be streamed live. 

Singapore pay TV operator StarHub is leading 
the fight to tackle this emerging threat, and not 
without reason – StarHub has used Singapore’s 
strong laws against conventional piracy to choke off 
use of pirate set-top boxes, but has seen the piracy 
syndicates move to this new technology.

Streaming content from illegal websites is not 
new, but the dongle represents a new twist on an 
old trick. “The difference is these dongles make 
the web content more widely available,“ explains 
Tim Goodchild, Head of Government and Strategic 
Affairs at StarHub. “Watching illegal content 
becomes more convenient.” 

Beyond singApore’s reAcH
The problem is international – web sites can be 
anywhere and still stream high quality pictures into 
Singapore. The practice is creating a new headache 
for regulators, content owners and television 
operators. And while the problem has cropped up 
in Singapore just now, it could spread anywhere 
broadband is available. 

Left unchallenged, dongle piracy could in 
theory make mush of carefully delineated TV rights 
markets that underpin the global media industry. 

Beware bearers of dongles
These USB snap-ins can steal whole platforms  
of content, as Craig Stephen reports
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The dongle problem first came to light during 
the recent World Cup. While this premier event 
is well known for driving new technologies such 
as mobile TV or high definition pictures, these 
mass TV spectaculars frequently serve as test 
beds and launch pads for piracy innovations that 
help perpetrators circumvent national TV rights 
contracts. It was during the 2010 South African 
World Cup that dongles emerged as a significant 
factor in Singapore, sold at trade fairs or specialist 
IT stores for about 150-200+ Singapore dollars.

In the past, poor quality broadband video was 
enough to dampen enthusiasm for web TV for all 
but a hard core of viewers, but times have changed. 
Faster networks, high definition pictures, improved 
compression technology and better multimedia 

PCs mean web TV makes a viable substitute for 
television when it comes to watching all sorts of 
high-value content. “The pirate dongles we have 
found provide illegal access to a range of content, 
including sports, HBO, Star Movies, and Discovery 
Channel,” Goodchild says. 

The big concern now is coming up with a legal 
antidote to dongle piracy, a category of nefariousness 
which can slip between existing regulations – or 
originate outside national jurisdictions.

“Streaming a real-time content feed from overseas 
provides a new challenge for piracy enforcement,” 
says Veronica Lai, Head of Legal and Secretariat at 
StarHub. She says the traditional means of protecting 
intellectual property rights such as the Singapore 
Copyright Act and Broadcasting Act are ineffective 
because, technically, dongle users aren’t copying or 
broadcasting StarHub content signals in Singapore. 

stArHUB striKes BAcK
StarHub nonetheless is determined to fight this 
assault on its core TV business, however uncertain 
the legal landscape. 

Just in January, in fact, StarHub chalked up a 
win for justice after a six-month legal challenge 
against a local dongle distributor. Several content 
providers helped, by providing statements that their 
copyrighted content was not legally licensed to the 
dongle distributor or the websites that the dongle 
accessed. That led to an out of court settlement 
in favor of the plaintiff. “With the support of 
the content providers, we managed to take the 

distributor to task, and secured damages, as well 
as a written undertaking and indemnity from 
the distributor, not to repeat the transgression in 
Singapore,” Lai says.

This approach was necessary owing to the limits 
of existing statutes. “The law is lagging behind the 
technological advancement of the new-age pirates,” 
says Lai. “It is a classic problem in the IP and 
technology space for lawyers.”

Acting alongside StarHub in support of the 
action were HBO, Discovery, CNBC, Bloomberg 
and TVBI. “We briefed the content providers on 
the situation and asked them two questions: 1) Do 
they encrypt the signals? And 2), Is that website 
authorized?” 

“If the content is not encrypted, we cannot 
enforce. If it is encrypted and not authorized, 
StarHub will go after the dongle provider with a 
cease and desist demand.” 

StarHub was unable to quantify the extent of the 
dongle usage. “It is not a big issue from a revenue 
perspective. The problem is still in the early stages 
but the worry is it could snowball,” Lai says. 

And there are wider issues, according to 
Goodchild. “With the growth of fast broadband in 
Singapore, we are concerned about the potential 
impact dongle piracy could have on our cable 
television services, and on our content partners, if 
this trend is left unchecked,” he says. “Going after 
individual sellers of dongles on an ad-hoc basis 
helps, but it’s not enough. We also need to block 
access to the pirate websites themselves, and for 
this, we need the continued cooperation of our 
content partners, namely the IP owners, and not 
least Asia’s regulators.”

Watching unlicensed web sites streaming TV 
programming has been seen in other places with 
strong broadband infrastructure. In Hong Kong, for 
example, the streaming of football matches during 
the World Cup caused internet traffic to jump 40%, 
reaching a record 138.5 gigabits per second during 
the England-Germany match according to the Hong 
Kong Internet Exchange. 

Estimates suggested as many as 120,000 homes 
were tuning in to see live games on web sites – 
which in many cases were using peer to peer file 
sharing, streamed from broadcasts on China’s CCTV.

Veronica Lai adds one more item to the to-do list: 
An education campaign targeting dongle users. “If you 
stop the demand, the supply will naturally dwindle.” 

CASBAA agrees. Says CEO Simon Twiston 
Davies, “the only definitive way to deal with 
internet-based piracy is to change consumer 
behavior. Graduated Response systems which 
include warning letters for unscrupulous 
downloaders/viewers are a good way to start the 
education process.”  

Streaming a real-time content 
feed from overseas provides 
a new challenge for piracy 
enforcement
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COUNTRY REPORT | SOUTH KOREA

Listen to the sizzle
As in other industries, public policy aims at nurturing global media players

The following is adapted 
from CASBAA’s Korea In View 
report which will be soon be 
available free to members at 
www.casbaa.com

With a GDP 
growth rate 
approaching 
6% in 2010, 

South Korea has grown into 
one of the region’s most 
dynamic and competitive 
pay-TV markets – all the more 
remarkable for a country that 
offered only free-to-air (FTA) 
channels just a few years 
ago. Today its 48m people 
are flooded with choice from 
cable, satellite, terrestrial and a growing number of 
IPTV operators – all of them flooded in turn with 
programming choice from the country’s booming 
content industry, not to mention international 
content providers.

The competition for viewers has increased 
markedly with the growing popularity of IPTV, 
introduced only in 2008. As of December 2010, 
IPTV’s combined 3m subscribers accounted for 
30% of the paid digital broadcast market. D-CATV 
has around 3m subscribers, though analog cable 
still claims the market’s biggest pay share at 12.1m 
subscribers.

IPTV’s meteoric rise is credited with spurring 
cable companies to upgrade and flesh out their 

own service menus. This 
competitive back and forth 
between platforms, in fact, is 
an indelible feature of Korea. 
An excellent illustration of this 
is offered by of the country’s 
solitary satellite operator. 
Satellite/DTH television has 
been slow to grow in this 
compact, thoroughly wired 
country, yet KT Telecom’s 
SkyLife has pioneered a 
number of new services.

digitAL pioneer
After SkyLife aggressively 
promoted the advantages 
of digital pay TV, cable 
MSOs began migrating 

from analog to digital and did likewise. When the 
company introduced low-cost STBs to get HD 
premium services going, it became, after Japanese 
and American broadcasters, the world’s third 
broadcaster to do so. In 2010 it offered the world’s 
first 3D channel and committed to 3D production 
in a venture with LG and Fuji. But it’s an uphill 
struggle: for all this, digital DTH TV subscribers 
after more than 10 years, number about 2m.

Different industry segments tell their own 
stories. Content continues to draw more foreign 
interest, evidenced by new joint-venture channels 
and content supply deals. If anything, the content 
provider landscape could get a little crowded with 
four newly-licensed Korean content players coming 
into the market. 

The big surprise in this anywhere-always on 
market is weak mobile TV growth, despite the 
boisterous hype of earlier days. The technology 
seems to have far outpaced the commercial 
models. Another surprise, given such active 
government promotion of the broadcast industry, 
is persistent piracy. 

Meanwhile, cable operators are rolling out 
digital services at speed in hopes of slowing 
brushfire-paced growth of IPTV. With high 
penetration of both internet and cable subscribers, 
a race is underway in the country between cable 
and telecom providers, both keen to either maintain 
market dominance or secure it by luring viewers 
from more traditional analog cable services. 

The big surprise is weak mobile 
TV growth, despite the hype 
of earlier days. Another, given 
strong state promotion of 
broadcasting, is persistent piracy
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The pay-TV market is projected to grow revenues 
to US$3.1bn and see subscribers top 21.4m by 
then – with IPTV subs accounting for 6.09m, and 
D-CATV for nearly 5.2m. The rush, analysts say, is 
partly explained by government policy designed 
to speed IPTV take-up. In backing the rollout of 
internet TV services, it required telcos to achieve 
a specified market share by the latter part of 

2010. While the share was capped in some areas 
to ensure cable providers did not lose so many 
subscribers as to threaten their business viability, it 
set off a vigorous race that left a crowded field of 
pay-TV providers. 

iptV roArs BUt…
The big challenge for IPTV players will be 
differentiating themselves from established cable 
competitors; the platform itself offers advantages: 
easier interactive programming, multitasking 
and social network options, and perhaps sharper 
audience measurement. 

Beyond that, IPTV players will have to 
compete head to head with cable and satellite 
on content, VOD, exclusive content and other 
services. As it is, analysts warn that cable 
operators are beefing up content to the point 
where consumers might well think twice about 
switching to IPTV. The other thing is price, they 
say: IPTV could face a tough future if packages 
are not priced competitively. 

With IPTV the new driving force behind 
increased pay TV competition, there is still no 
clear answer as to which platform will capture 
the bulk of viewers in the long-run. Behind this 
fierce competition is a complicated regulatory 
environment – one that has substantially changed 

in the last few years and is now largely credited 
with creating a more liberal landscape in terms of 
content creation and distribution. 

The question analysts ask is, might all the 
regulatory commission’s enthusiasm for rolling out 
IPTV come at the expense of future business models 
in which new entrants and older platforms work 
together to provide what could be the brightest 
future for all players? 

Another recent development that many say 
will reshape pay TV is the allocation of five new 
licenses for cable channels. 

The licenses were awarded at the beginning of 
2011 to the nation’s four major daily newspapers 
– JoongAng, Chosun, Dong-A and Maeil Business. 
The KCC, the country’s regulator, awarded the fifth 
license to Yonhap News Agency, for an all-news 
channel. The first four new cable broadcasters will 
be allowed to provide “general entertainment” – 
multiple types of programs all on one channel. 

The aim of the new licenses, according to 
published reports, is to overhaul the local media 
sector and pave the way for the birth of a Korean 
global media group producing content for global 
consumption. Korea is already a top cultural 
exporter in the region, with China, Thailand and 
Japan, all being big buyers of Korean music, dramas 
and animation. 

The new channels are expected to launch 
operations by yearend 2011. Only one question 
remains: How will these new channels make 
money in an already saturated market where 
advertising budgets may not grow to levels 
envisioned by regulators? 

THE NUMBERS

• Total paid subscribers increased YoY by 
13.6% by December 2009, helped by 
rollout of IPTV services beginning in 
November 2008

• Digital cable subscribers increased 
YoY by 40% by December 2009 while 
analog subscribers dropped 5.5%, with 
acceleration of conversion of cable 
systems from analog to digital 

• Analog broadcast satellite subscribers 
increased YoY by 5.1% by December 2009 

• Digital multimedia broadcast satellite 
subscribers increased YoY by 8.1%

• IPTV subscribers stood at 2.4m by yearend 
2009 after services launched in November 
2008

Can new channels make money 
if adspend doesn’t grow as much 
as expected?

NUMBER OF CHANNELS PER PLATFORM

Source: Korean Communications Commission

*Across all analog and digital platforms

Platform Provider Number of channels

Cable TV MSO Average 74*

Satellite TV SkyLife 260

IPTV

KT (QookTV) 162

SK Broadband (BTV) 80

LG Telecom (myLGTV) 109
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MOVIE DISTRIBUTION

Breaking windows

Hollywood blockblusters could be 
coming much earlier to pay-TV 
platforms, thanks to a new premium 
VOD initiative now in trials in the US. 

But how soon such a service comes to Asia will in 
all likelihood be sorted out market by market. 

While it sounds like a boon to American movie 
lovers, the service comes with a catch that has 
already roiled some consumer groups. Before the 
studios send digital copies of their latest movies 
into living rooms, they’ll want to activate selective 
output control (SOC) technologies embedded in 
their set top boxes. This means controversially 
switching off functions, such as the controls for 
making recordings. 

The initiative also promises to send tremors 
through the current movie distribution model 
by potentially smashing traditional windows for 
theatrical and DVD movie releases. 

Both concerns are unwarranted, insists 
Krishnan Rajagopalan, Vice President of the 
Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA). 
This is about giving people more choice, he 
says. Rajagopalan calls it “a natural evolution 
as consumers expect to watch more and more 
content at home”. 

“Consumers will still go to theatres.” But in 
today’s always on, anywhere world, “there is an 
expectation of ubiquity.”

LooKing At AsiA
While the service is being considered for the 
US, studios are also looking at opportunities 
in Asia, according to Rajagopalan. Decisions 
on when to release the movies, and price 
points, will be up to each individual studio in 
conjunction with its partners in the cable and 
satellite industry. 

Blockbusters could move to pay TV much sooner in the US 
but what about Asia? Craig Stephen reports
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The reckoning is movies could be streamed 
into the home within a month or two of their 
theatrical release for prices ranging from US$30 
to US$60, which suggests the service will 
compete with theatres, not DVDs. Indeed, it’s 
been US cinema owners who have been kicking 
up a fuss so far – and they have been rallying 
support across the industry and in the financial 
community to build support for preserving  
so-called theatrical windows.

How potent or disruptive the service becomes 
depends on whether studios will really put their 
top earners online – as opposed to second-
tier titles that might have gone straight to DVD 
anyway. 

In fact, Rajagopalan sees other content 
possibilities besides film. “It could be useful for live 
performing arts. For instance, one could stream live 
the [New York] Metropolitan Opera.”

In the event, the service will make its first 
stop at pay TV. “The general idea is to go to 
cable and satellite first where we see more secure 
access points,” says Rajagopalan. The second 
wave could involve NBC, ABC/Disney, Fox 
streaming aggregator Hulu and/or American VOD 
giant Netflix – which would likely face strong 
competition for rights venturing overseas. 

They would deliver direct to PCs, assuming 
security considerations can be satisfactorily 
resolved. 

mArKet By mArKet
Before the service can be introduced, the studios 
will have to secure agreements for allowing SOC 
in each jurisdiction it enters. The MPAA has 
already successfully petitioned the US Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) to waive the 
existing rule that prohibits SOC. 

Some groups complain that introducing 
SOC will mean consumers will end up with 
an intrusive “live” DRM system in their living 
rooms; for some the worry is viewers will be 
forced to buy expensive new TV equipment in 
the future. 

Rajagopalan contends their concerns are 
unwarranted. “The service will likely be offered 
as an entirely new channel that the user currently 
does not have, and will not impact any existing 
set-up.”

Users who have newer STBs with SOC capability 
will be able to access this new early-window 
service/channel, he says, adding that viewers will 
be able access all their existing channels in exactly 
the same manner as before.

Even with SOC, of course, there are still security 
issues. The determined pirate could just aim a 

camcorder at the television set, although this 
can be countered with watermarking security, 
Rajagopalan argues. 

How the movie industry initiative spreads is 
likely to be determined market by market. In 
the US, there is well established regulation and 
release windows – not the case in other markets 

like those in Asia, says Rajagopalan. “In markets 
where studios already have relationships with 
operators in the region, it means it is that much 
easier. 

“The window release patterns do not exist in 
many markets that depend primarily on theatrical 
sales. The service could benefit markets where 
there are no significant DVD sales. It could offer 
more potential in terms of convenience and 
payment.”

Many Asian markets with limited screens could 
conceivably present pay-TV operators with an 
interesting opportunity, though Rajagopalan says 
he expects old-style business models will prevail at 
least in the early days.

He says he is not privy to individual studio 
decisions about their agreements with operators, 
though he speculates that studios will retain their 
current distribution models – whereby operators 
agree to a revenue share on top of up-front payment 
for a movie. “The terms of agreement will likely 
depend on reach, size, as well as distribution in 
theatres for the same film.”

“How it works will depend on the individual 
studio and pay-TV operator. It will be a question 
of finding price points. In addition, all three 
– regulation, demographics and technical 
challenges – will need to line up, though 
regulation may not be an issue in some parts of 
the world.”

Rajagopalan would not make any predictions on 
which markets would be first to see the new service 
in Asia. That would depend on a number of factors, 
he says. But he did hint at which would be last 
to get it. “Markets with lots of piracy may be less 
attractive.” 

Asian markets with limited 
screens could conceivably 
present pay-TV operators 
with an interesting 
opportunity
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CONTENT

Between the   
 bulletins
Jo Bowman talks to Mark Whitehead  
about the BBC’s entertaining side

Celebrity chefs and an anonymous car 
racer make up some of talent fast adding 
viewers to a global audience which grew 
up thinking of the BBC as primarily a 

source of world news.
Gordon Ramsay, the ferocious face of 

professional kitchens, and The Stig, of motoring 
hit show Top Gear, have established the BBC’s 
entertainment brand in Asia virtually overnight. 

BBC Worldwide Channels came into Asia in 
2007. The offering started out as a regional feed 
combining lifestyle, factual, entertainment and 
comedy content. This was a tough market to 
break into, given that rival channels already had a 
strong foothold. “All the big entertainment brands 
have been here for a number of years,” says BBC 
Worldwide Senior VP and General Manager Mark 
Whitehead. “The BBC channel business is relatively 
new to the market.

“While people historically knew us for news, 
the BBC has produced great, award-winning 
documentaries and drama. We’ve got a great library 
of quality content we can package.”

That single channel has since been split into 
four specialist offerings: BBC Entertainment, BBC 

Knowledge, BBC Lifestyle and CBeebies, the 
children’s channel. Not all platform partners in 
the region take all four; Knowledge – featuring 
documentary and other factual content – is often 
the first to be picked up. “In certain markets there’s 
capacity to take all the channels and in others there 
isn’t,” Whitehead says. “We always talk about all 
four and aim to get all of them on.”

Accent on LeArning
Indovision CEO Rudy Tanoesoedibjo says his 
platform carries BBC Knowledge and CBeebies, 
as well as BBC World News, noting that BBC 
Worldwide caters to demand for quality 
programming aimed at specific parts of the pay-TV 
audience. 

“The BBC is offering good channels,” he says, 
before offering some free advice. “New channels 
looking to the Indonesian market should focus their 
content on education, and women in the 35 to 50 
age group.

“These are the people who control the remote 
control, and families and children’s education is 
a big priority for middle-income families. Parents 
like to be able to show their children – and 
teenagers too – something that they wouldn’t be 
getting at school, so BBC Knowledge is a good 
fit and it’s doing really well. We have National 
Geographic Channel and Discovery, but the 
content that Knowledge has is a bit different, it’s 
nicely done and a lot of the content is their own 
productions.” 

While Britishness may be part of the appeal 
of BBC programming in some Asian markets, in 
Indonesia, the channels’ heritage matters little to 

today’s viewers. Tanoesoedibjo says: “People don’t 
care whether it’s British or American; they care 
whether it’s showing good programs.”

Whitehead’s strategy of pitching all four channels 
seems to be paying handsomely, despite the harsh 
economic climate. BBC-owned and operated 
thematic channels generated almost 30% higher 
revenues last year than in 2009. Sales in Asia-
Pacific virtually doubled, reaching £36.7 million, 
up from £18.8m a year earlier, as major cable and 
IPTV deals led to growth in distribution in South 
Korea, Hong Kong and Singapore. In Australia, the 

Women 35-50 control 
the remote, and children’s 
education is a big priority 
for middle-income families
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Cantankerous Chef Gordon Ramsay
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broadcaster struck a deal with AUSTAR, 
extending the reach of its BBC Knowledge 
and CBeebies channels. 

Asia-Pacific remains smaller for the 
BBC than the Americas and the vastly 
larger Europe and Middle East market, but 
it’s growing fast.

indiA eXcLUsiVe
The latest move in the quest for greater 
coverage, the relaunch of a single BBC-
branded channel in India – bucks the 
general strategy for distributing genre-
focused channels. In this crowded market 
where bandwidth for extra channels is 
scarce and media owners generally pay 
for carriage, the new channel, promoted 
with the tagline “Seriously Entertaining”, 
is a multi-genre channel, similar to BBC 
America, offering the best of factual, 
lifestyle, comedy and drama programming.

Whitehead says the channel, tagged BBC 
Entertainment, targets upscale English-speaking 
households. “The Indian pay-TV market possesses 
significant scale and its future potential for 
advertising is vast. India has been identified as a 
key market for the growth of our Asian business 
and we have been working to create a unique 
channel destination for local viewers. The all new 
BBC Entertainment channel has been specifically 
designed for the market after much local research 
and we are incredibly excited about its prospects.”

Though most of the content of the channel 
remains international, it has been customized 
to suit Indian viewers’ taste. BBC Entertainment, 

available on cable and some DTH platforms in 
India covering nearly 11m households, devotes the 
early hours to lifestyle programs on design, fashion 
and cooking. 

Late mornings to early evenings are “feel good” 
reality, drama and factual shows; primetime is 
devoted to family viewing with programs such 
as Sherlock and Human Planet, and after 10pm 
the pace picks up with the likes of Top Gear and 
celebrity interview program The Graham Norton 
Show. “Yes, it’s competitive, but the quality of our 
content and quality of our brand resonates here and 
there’s a great opportunity, especially in a market 
like India, where there’s a very strong affinity with 
the BBC.” 

WHAT’S ON WHERE

BBC Entertainment combines comedy, drama, 
science fiction and celebrity glamour with a 
schedule including Doctor Who, Sherlock, The 
Graham Norton Show and Waking the Dead. 
The channel is available in Singapore, Hong 
Kong, Thailand and Korea.

CBeebies is aimed at the under-sixes and 
encourages youngsters to learn through play. 
Hit shows include Charlie and Lola, In the 
Night Garden and Waybuloo; it’s broadcast in 
Singapore, Hong Kong, Indonesia, South Korea, 
Malaysia, Philippines, Nepal and Sri Lanka.

BBC Lifestyle, with programs such as 
Extreme Makeover: Home Edition, Gordon’s 
Kitchen Nightmares USA and Rhodes Across 
the Caribbean, is designed to inspire viewers 

by exploring ideas, trends and real-life stories. 
It’s shown in Singapore, Hong Kong and South 
Korea.

BBC Knowledge, available in Indonesia, 
Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea 
and Malaysia, is the home of fact-based 
programming giving insight into culture, 
technology, business and history. Hit shows 
include Top Gear, The Apprentice, Last Woman 
Standing and Greatest Cities of the World.

Platform operator partners in the region 
include StarHub in Singapore, TM Net in 
Malaysia, SKYCABLE in the Philippines, Now 
TV and Hong Kong Cable in Hong Kong, and in 
South Korea, Qook TV, SkyCable, SK Broadband 
and T-Broad. 
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Asia Pacific’s pay-TV market has evolved 
significantly in the past five years 
due to the proliferation of DTH and 
IPTV services alongside cable’s steady 

digitization. SNL Kagan analysis indicates Asia 
Pacific’s cable video service economy grew from 
US$9.1bn in 2005 to US$17bn in 2010 while 
DTH nearly doubled revenues to US$5.4bn as 
subscribers quadrupled to 38.7m. 

The top story in Asia Pacific’s pay-TV business 
is the rise of DTH in India, where new market 
entrants have increased subscriber share from 1.2% 
in 2005 to 23.8% in 2010. Leading players Dish TV, 
Sun Direct, Tata Sky, Bharti Airtel and Reliance have 
grown to rank among the world’s largest operators, 
having added a combined 8.2m subscribers in 
2009. Growth continues with the group adding a 
further 4.2m subscribers in H1 2010. 

In China, cable continues to dominate with 
96.3% subscriber share in 2010, though IPTV 
is gaining traction with a 3.1% share. Cable 
system consolidation is underway in China 
following a government-mandated “One 
Province, One Network” directive, which will 
produce multiple operators serving more than 
10m subscribers. 

Asia Pacific hosts the world's largest fixed 
broadband subscriber population, with 208.8m 
subscribers at end-2010. DSL dominates the 
landscape accounting for 68% of the region’s fixed 
broadband households, followed by fiber-to-the-
premises with 21% share and cable broadband 
with 9.3% share. With just 25.2% of Asia Pacific’s 
households subscribing to broadband in 2010, the 
region is poised to see continued strong growth for 
the foreseeable future. 

Growth story
BY THE NUMBERS 

2010 ASIA PACIFIC FIXED BROADBAND MARKET2010 DTH SUBS AND AFFORDABILITy* IN SELECTED AP MARKETS

PAy-TV ADOPTION IN CHINA AND INDIAASIA PACIFIC 2005-2010 DTH SUBS AND VIDEO SERVICE REVENUE

CHINA PAy-TV PENETRATION By PLATFORMINDIA PAy-TV PENETRATION By PLATFORM

© 2011 SNL Kagan, a division of SNL Financial LC, estimates. All rights reserved.

*% of average per capita income (GNI PPP) required for 12 months pay-TV service.

© 2011 SNL Kagan, a division of SNL Financial LC, estimates. All rights reserved.

© 2011 SNL Kagan, a division of SNL Financial LC, estimates. All rights reserved.© 2011 SNL Kagan, a division of SNL Financial LC, estimates. All rights reserved.

© 2011 SNL Kagan, a division of SNL Financial LC, estimates. All rights reserved. © 2011 SNL Kagan, a division of SNL Financial LC, estimates. All rights reserved.
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The MGM Channel 

JASON SOH  
The MGM Channel 

LOUIS NONOUCHI 
MTV Networks Asia 

GREGG CREEVEy  
Multi Channels Asia 

RAyMUND MIRANDA 
Universal Networks  
International

PAUL JACKSON
NDS Asia Pacific

JEANETTE CHAN  
Paul, Weiss 

ELIAS ZACCACK  
SES WORLD SKIES 

JOy KAUNG
Sony Pictures Television

ALVIN LEE  
Time Warner 

LOUISA BENCH  
Turner International Asia 
Pacific

MARK LEE  
TVBI

ADELA CHEN
CASBAA

BRIAN WONG  
CASBAA 

CASBAA 
Connected 
Media & 
Mobility 
Group
BOARD MEMBER 
RESPONSIBLE
CHRISTINE FELLOWES
Comcast International 
Media Group

CO-CHAIR
RINGO CHAN
Turner International Asia 
Pacific

CO-CHAIR
ADRIAN SETO
Comcast International 
Media Group 

MEMBERS
RICHARD WOO
AETN International

ANNy LEUNG
Disney Media Distribution

NICHOLAS WODTKE 
Disney Media Distribution

PAUL FINSTER
Ericsson

EDWINA NGAO
Fox International  
Channels/NGC

JAMES ROSS
ITV Global Entertainment

KEVIN JENNINGS
Microsoft Advertising

JEFFREy yAN
Microsoft 

JI HEE NAM
MTV Networks Asia

ANDREW TAN
Nagravision Asia

PAUL JACKSON
NDS

JANICE LEE
PCCW

KEVIN CHU
PCCW

ADELINE KOH
SingTel

STEPHANE PALOMBA
SpeedCast

JULIEN DUTRONC
TV5MONDE

TAN WEE-TUCK
Universal Networks  
International

STEPHEN TSUI
Viaccess

KEVIN HO
Viaccess

ADELA CHEN
CASBAA

AMANDA yANG
CASBAA

CASBAA 
Regulatory 
& Anti- 
Piracy 
Committee
CASBAA EXECUTIVE 
RESPONSIBLE
JOHN MEDEIROS
CASBAA
 
CO-CHAIR  
ALVIN LEE
Time Warner 

CO-CHAIR
BOBBI CAMPBELL
Disney Media Distribution

MEMBERS
SEAN LANGSTON
ABS

LAILA SAAT
Astro

ROBIN CHALMERS
BBC Worldwide

KRISTEN TONG
Celestial Pictures

REKHA MAHENDRAN
Discovery Networks Asia 
Pacific

ANDREW MARSHALL
ESPN STAR Sports

GUSHI SETHI
Eurosport

LAWRENCE yUEN 
HBO Asia

GABRIELA KENNEDy
Hogan Lovells

JERRy PARK
Irdeto

JEFFREy yAN
Microsoft

CHRIS KEELy
MTV Networks Asia

PASCAL METRAL
Nagravision

AVIGAIL GUTMAN
NDS

JOE WELCH
Newscorp

MICHAEL FAGAN
nowTV

HANS-GUNTHER  
HERRMANN
Paul, Weiss

GRACE PAUL
SingTel

VOO CHIH yEONG
SPE Networks-Aisa

TIM GOODCHILD
StarHub

SOMPAN CHARUMILINDA
TrueVisions

JAMES EDWARDS
Turner Broadcasting  
System Asia Pacific

DESMOND CHAN
TVB

ALEC SKELTON
Universal Networks  
International

CHRISTOPHER HOARE
Viaccess 

TARUN MEHRA
Zee International

JAMIE TONG
CASBAA
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CASBAA 
Satellite 
Industry 
Committee 
BOARD MEMBER RESPONSIBLE 
& CO-CHAIRMAN
ANDREW JORDAN
GE SATELLITE

CO-CHAIRMAN
PAUL BROWN-KENyON
MEASAT

MEMBERS
HUANG BAO ZHONG
APT Satellite

PHILIP BALAAM
Arianespace 

BILL WADE
AsiaSat

RAyMOND CHOW
ABS

STEPHANE VESUAL
EADS Astrium

GREGG DAFFNER
EchoStar International 

SOO yEW WENG
GlobeCast

JOHN HUDDLE
Intelsat

DEEPAK MATHUR
SES WORLD SKIES

MAX CHUNG
Sky Perfect JSAT

RyUJI SASAKI
SKy Perfect JSAT

NGUyEN THI KIEU VAN
VINASAT

KEN LAM
CASBAA

SIMON TWISTON-DAVIES
CASBAA

CASBAA 
Technology 
Advisory 
Group
BOARD MEMBER  
RESPONSIBLE
ROBERT GILBy 
Disney Media Distribution

CO-CHAIRMAN 
MATT MCDONALD 
Sony Pictures Television
 
CO-CHAIRMAN 
TAN yEE TIANG 
Disney Media Distribution

MEMBERS
AARON SHAW
Ascent Media
 
DAVID THOMAS 
Astro
 
ANG SOO KHOON 
BBC Worldwide
 
KEVIN PILLAR
Discovery Networks  
International
 
SABIL SALIM 
ESPN STAR Sports
 
VINCENT TEO 
HBO
 
DESMOND SUI MENG POON 
StarHub
 
ERIC LAI 
Turner International AP
 
BRIAN WONG 
CASBAA  

JILL GRINDA 
CASBAA

CASBAA 
Operator‘s 
Group
BOARD MEMBER  
RESPONSIBLE
SOMPAN  CHARUMILINDA
TrueVisions

CHAIRMAN
BEN WAy
Macquarie

MEMBERS
JANUAR CHANDRA 
AORA

ROHANA ROZHAN
Astro

yI-FONG CHANG
Chunghwa Telecommunications

BERT KLEIN
EchoStar

LINDSAy JORGENSEN
HiTRON

WILLIAM KWAN
Hong Kong Cable Television

JANICE LEE
PCCW

RAy MONTINOLA 
Sky Cable Corporation 

NEIL MONTEFIORE 
StarHub

THOMAS  EE
Taiwan Broadband 
Communications

LOLA MARIS  
Telkomvision

JEREMy KUNG
TM Net

MANUEL ROUGERON
VSTV

JILL GRINDA
CASBAA

CASBAA 
Membership 
Committee
BOARD MEMBER 
RESPONSIBLE
MARCEL FENEZ
PwC

CHAIRMAN
ALAN HODGES
AETN

MEMBERS
KEVIN DICKIE 
Discovery Networks Asia

AVINASH  
HIMATSINGHANI  
FOX International  
Channels

JACK LIM  
SPE Networks – Asia

SIMON TWISTON DAVIES 
CASBAA
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Committee reset

We’re embracing all things online, mobile and 
digital – without forgetting where revenues  
come from

CEO MEMO

CASBAA’s dynamos go to work with much expanded briefs

Little can be achieved without the on-
going support of the dedicated individuals 
who work on CASBAA’s committees while 
tending to daytime jobs at our member 

companies (who are CASBAA’s shareholders and 
clients at one and the same time). This year all 
seven of our committees are undergoing a revamp.

The CASBAA Mobility Group has been 
reorganized as the Connected Media and Mobility 
Group (CMMG) under the leadership of Board 
Member Christine Fellowes of Comcast. The idea, 
as Fellowes explains on page 23, is to fully embrace 
the worlds of online, mobility and digital – without 
forgetting that everybody in multichannel TV retains 
significant revenue from analog subscription TV 
and advertising. 

The new name and mandate more accurately 
reflect our commitment to growing paid video 
content on all digital platforms, including 
connected TV, broadband and mobile, as 
technology transforms how content is viewed.
The group will articulate that expanded mission 
May 24-25 in Singapore at the Digital Matters 
conference where CASBAA will play a major role. 

Also of note, we created a new CASBAA 
Operator’s Group to help address key issues 
affecting stakeholders across the region; it next 
meets in May and we’ll be reporting on that next 
issue.

Meanwhile, Andrew Jordan of GE Satellite and 
Paul Brown-Kenyon of Measat have stepped up 
as co-chairs of the Satellite industry Committee 
(SIC). Paul will lead the charge at our industry 
conference on March 22nd in New Delhi, Andrew 
doing likewise at our annual SIF event in Singapore 
on June 20th. SIC‘s broader remit is to strengthen 
CASBAA positions on issues such as signal 
interference and multijurisdictional tax questions.

Finally, a much revitalized CASBAA Membership 
Committee, led by Council of Governors Member 
Alan Hodges of AETN, with support from Avi 

Himatsinghani of Fox International Channels and 
Kevin Dickie of Discovery Networks Asia, will be 
reaching out to companies by geography (Korea/
Japan/Taiwan/China) and by segment (ad agencies/
new platforms/technology suppliers) to further 
strengthen our voice across Asia.  

Our public and closed-door engagements 
with government, our submissions to 
regulators (through the Regulatory and 

Anti-piracy Committee led by Deputy CEO John 
Medeiros and Co-chairs Bobbi Campbell of Disney 
and Alvin Lee of Time Warner) and, not least, our 
industry and country reports, underscore CASBAA‘s 
thought leadership across the region. 

But it is our events, like the upcoming Digital 
Matters conference, satellite forums, mobility, video 
and other summits that best provide a window 
on our multichannel agenda. (Speaking of that, 
don’t forget to mark off October 31st to November 
4th, when CASBAA Convention 2011 will truly 
celebrate 20 years of representing the industry in 
Asia Pacific.)

And speaking of mobility, we’ll soon be launching 
our new site devoted to all things mobile – while 
our main portal loads up on new online tools like 
skin wraps, pre-rolls, keyword advertising info and 
additional features like video frame banners. Another 
innovation will be our online forum to facilitate day-
to-day communications within our committees.

Before closing, I’d like to welcome our newest 
members – MCOT of Thailand, Times Television 
Network of India, China Great Wall Industry Corp, 
Newtec of Amsterdam and Singapore, and Dolby 
Labs of the United States – and to acknowledge 
the hard work of the aforementioned membership 
committee.

In the scant 20 years since CASBAA’s founding, 
we have seen many changes but our fundamental 
goals remain: to inform, represent and connect.

Simon Twiston Davies








